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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
Eismann 
BOB HENRY, ) 
) 
Plaintiff-Appellant, ) 
) 
~ ) 
) 
BRYAN f . TAYLOR, a public official, ) 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING ) 
ATTORNEY'S OFFIC£, n puhlic agency, and ) 
CANYON COUNTY, a public agency, ) 
) 
Defendants-Respondents. J 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
AUGMENT THE RECORD 
Supreme Court Docket No. 38016-2010 
Canyon County Docket No. 2010-2610 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RliCORD PURSUANT TO LA.R. 30(a) AN( 
STATEMENT IN SUPPORT THEREOF wa.s filed by counsel for Appellant on February 11, 201 I 
Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant' s MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD be 
Md hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the document listed below 
file stamped copies of whicJ1 accompanied this Motion: 
I. Hearing Brief Re: Petitioner Bob Henry's Petition Pur.;uant to Idaho Code §9-343 I ( 
Compel Production of Public Records, witl1 attachments, file-stamped June 16, 2010. 
DATED this J:L dl!y of February 2011. 
For the Supreme Coutt 
cc: Counsel of Record 
AUGMENTATION RECORD 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD - Docket No. 38016-2010 
In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
BOB HENRY, ) 
) 
Plaintiff-Appellant, ) 
) 
V. ) 
) 
BRYAN F. TAYLOR, a public official, ) 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING ) 
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, a public agency, and ) 
CANYON COUNTY, a public agency, ) 
) 
Defendants-Respondents. ) 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
AUGMENT THE RECORD 
Supreme Court Docket No. 38016-2010 
Canyon County Docket No. 2010-2610 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 30(a) AND 
STATEMENT IN SUPPORT THEREOF was filed by counsel for Appellant on February 11, 2011. 
Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD be, 
and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the document listed below, 
file stamped copies of which accompanied this Motion: 
1. Hearing Brief Re: Petitioner Bob Hemy's Petition Pursuant to Idaho Code §9-343 to 
Compel Production of Public Records, with attachments, file-stamped June 16, 2010. 
DATED this _cl_ day of February 2011. 
For the Supreme Court 
cc: Counsel of Record 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD -Docket No. 38016-2010 
I, 
TY A. KETLINSKI, ISB #5610 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
_F __ l~~-
CARL TON R. ERICSON, ISB #5845 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
Canyon County Courthouse 
JUN 1 6 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
C DOCKINS, DEPUTY 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
Attorneys for Defendant John Bujak 
(as a Canyon County Public Official) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BOB HENRY, an individual 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JOHN BUJAK, a public official; 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY'S ORFICE, a public 
agency, and CANYON COUNTY, a 
public agency, 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV2010-5610 
HEARING BRIEF RE: PETITIONER 
BOB HENRY'S PETITION 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §9-343 
TO COMPEL PRODUCTION OF 
PUBLIC RECORDS 
Defendant John Bujak (as a Canyon County duly elected public official and in his 
official capacity) and the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, by and through 
its attorney ofrecord Ty A. Ketlinski, hereby respond to the Petitioner's Petition as 
follows. 
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INTRODUCTION 
On April 16, 2009, Bujak met with the Canyon County Board of Commissioners 
to propose a bid on the City of Nampa's Request for Proposals for prosecution of 
misdemeanors and infractions. Pursuant to I.C. §31-3113, Bujak sought unanimous 
consent of the Commissioners to submit a proposal. The Commissioners approved the 
request in Resolution No. 09-064. (Pet., Ex. "A.") Nampa subsequently awarded the 
contract to Bujak. 
Nampa, Bujak, and the Commissioners signed an agreement called the 
Prosecution Services Term Agreement ("PSTA") on July 6, 2009. (Pet., Ex. "B.") The 
term of the PSTA was from July 6, 2009 until September 30, 2009. iliL_, Ex "B" at 
~2.16.) Nampa agreed to pay the Canyon County Auditor directly for payments under the 
PST A. (Id., Ex "B" at ~3.1.) 
Nampa became concerned that the Commissioners would apportion Nampa 
prosecutorial payments to other county uses. (See Sept. 8, 2009 Nampa City Council 
minutes, attached as Appendix I hereto, p. 2.) Bujak and Nampa subsequently amended 
the PSTA on September 8, 2009, in which Bujak became the sole payee of the PSTA. 
(Pet., Ex. "C.") On October 6, 2009 (after the original PSTA's term expired), the 
Commissioners, through Resolution No. 09-211, continued to permit Bujak to contract 
with Nampa to prosecute non-conflicting misdemeanors and infractions, and agreed to 
bill Bujak as ''Nampa prosecuting attorney" for any county resources used for that 
purpose. (Id., Ex. "F.") 
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On November 4, 2009, Nampa and Bujak agreed to renew the terms of the 
expired PST A by extending the term to September 30, 2010. (Pet., Ex. "G. ") The 
Commissioners were not a party to this agreement. 
On April 1, 2010, Petitioner Bob Henry ("Henry") submitted a public records 
request to the Commissioners seeking to inspect Bujak's private bank account statements. 
Specifically, Henry sought the following records: 
1. Copies of all ledgers, bank statements, checks, and all 
other records evidencing the transfer of all funds into and 
out of the 'non-county account' into which Mr. Bujak 
deposits the prosecuting funds he receives from Nampa 
from July 2009 through this letter's date. I make this 
request regardless of whether such records are in the 
custody or control of Canyon County, Mr. Bujak, or any 
third party financial institution. 
2. Copies of all ledgers, bank statements, checks, and all 
other records evidencing the transfer of all funds into and 
out of any account or depository of any kind into which the 
funds paid by Nampa are, or have ever been, deposited 
from July 2009 through this letter's date. I make this 
request regardless of whether such records are in the 
custody or control of Canyon County, Mr. Bujak, or any 
third party financial institution. 
3. All documentation that sets forth deposits of funds paid 
by Nampa for prosecution services into the County's 
General Fund from July 2009 through this letter's date. 
Specifically, I would like to see documents evidencing the 
dates these payments were received by the County, the 
source of revenue, the amounts deposited, and the identity 
of the individual who deposited the funds. 
[. . . ] 
5. All documents necessary or relevant to determine they 
are necessary to calculate the actual figures, from July 2009 
through this letter's date, that are necessary to calculate the 
"mathematical equation" described in Mr. Laugheed letter 
of March 15,2010 as follows: "(Nampa payments) - (CCP A 
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salary bumps+ Nampa annex overhead expenses)= 
(Amount to general fund)." 
(See Pet., pp. 9-10; p. 15, ~1; Ex. "N.") Tracie Lloyd, the Canyon County Treasurer, 
responded to Henry's request. Lloyd produced the documents referenced in Request 3. 
(See Pet., Ex. "I.") However, with respect to Requests 1, 2, 4, and 5, Lloyd explained 
that she could not produce the requested materials because she did not have possession or 
control of the requested "non-county" documents. (Id.) Specifically, neither she nor the 
Commissioners had access to Bujak's personal bank account. Canyon County Clerk 
Bill Hurst also responded to the request, and provided copies of the audit certificates 
reflecting deposits made to the justice fund. Like Lloyd, Hurst did and does not have 
access to Bujak's personal bank account. 
In fact, Bujak's private bank records are in his own name only, and neither 
Canyon County nor the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office appears on the 
account. The monthly bank statements are sent to his home address. For tax year 2009, 
Nampa sent Bujak a 1099 in his name alone with his social security number. (See 
Stidham Aff., Ex. "A" and ''B.") No employee of the Canyon County or the Canyon 
County Prosecuting Attorney's Office has access to the account. In other words, if Bujak 
resigned as Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney, became unelected or dies, his 
successor will not have access to the account. 
Henry instituted the present lawsuit to compel the production of Bujak's private 
bank statements and returned checks. As the following will show, Bujak's private bank 
records are not "public records" as that term is defined in the Idaho Public Records Act, 
I.C. §9-337 et. seq., and Henry's Petition should be dismissed. 
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ARGUMENT 
A. IDAHO PUBLIC RECORDS ACT GENERALLY. 
In Idaho, every citizen has "a right to examine and take a copy of any public 
record." J.C. §9-338(1). Idaho Code §9-337(13) provides the definition of "public 
record": 
"Public record" includes, but is not limited to, any writing containing 
information relating to the conduct or administration of the public's 
business prepared, owned, used or retained by any state agency, 
independent public body corporate and politic or local agency regardless 
of physical form or characteristics. 
J.C. §9-337(13). Broken into elements, a public record consists of three (3) parts: 
1. A writing, 
2. containing information relating to the conduct or administration of 
the public's business, and 
3. prepared, owned, used or retained by any state agency, 
independent public body corporate and politic or local agency. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has interpreted the definition of "public record" in 
Idaho Code §9-337(13) broadly. See Cowles Pub. Co. v. Kootenai County. 144 Idaho 
259 (2007) (personal emails may be a public record if the records are stored by the local 
agency and the public has a legitimate interest in the communications). 
In this case, Henry cannot prove as a matter of law that Bujak's personal bank 
records relate to the conduct or administration of the public's business, or that they were 
prepared, owned, used or retained by any state agency. independent public body 
corporate and politic or local agency. as those terms are defined in the statute. 
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B. BUJAK'S PRIVATE BANK RECORDS DOES NOT RELATE TO THE 
CONDUCT OR ADMINISTRATION OF THE PUBLIC'S BUSINESS. 
A public record must contain information relating to the conduct or administration 
of the public's business. I.C. §9-337(13). As indicated in Cowles, supra, a record 
becomes public if the public has a legitimate interest in the record. 144 Idaho at 263. In 
this case, Henry has received all records relating to the public's interests and the public 
has no legitimate interest in Bujak's personal, private bank records. 
1. The existing PSTA is between Nampa and Bujak, not Nampa and Canyon 
County. 
As an initial note, the existing PSTA is a private contract between Nampa and 
Bujak. As originally drafted, the PSTA was between Canyon County and the Canyon 
County Prosecuting Attorney, and Nampa. Bujak, all the Commissioners and Mayor 
Tom Dale signed the contract. This contract expired on September 30, 2009. 1 
Since the original PSTA is expired, the only remaining agreement is derived from 
the two (2) subsequent amendments to the PSTA. Notably, and in full compliance with 
Idaho law, neither of these amendments were signed by the Commissioners. Rather, they 
are signed only between Nampa and Bujak. Therefore, the Commissioners have no legal 
interest in the contract itself, much less access to the money being directly paid to Bujak. 
1 There are questions regarding the sufficiency of the original PST A's short-lived existence. First, 
there is no statutory authority for a county to enter into a contract for legal services. Second, Idaho Code 
§31-3113 only permits the prosecuting attorney to "contract" with a city to prosecute its cases. See Derting 
v. Walker, 112 Idaho I 055, I 058 (1987) (a contract between a city and a prosecuting attorney are private 
contracts, and that any compensation the prosecutor receives does not need to be reimbursed to the county). 
Finally, there are ethical considerations regarding non-attorney county commissioners having a legal 
interest in the performance of a legal services contract. See Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 
5.4(b)(a lawyer shall not form a partnership with a non-lawyer if any of the activities ofthe partnership 
consist of the practice of law). None of the Canyon County Commissioners are lawyers. 
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2. AU information relating to the public's business has already been 
disclosed to Henry. 
Henry's Petition has 17 exhibits, alJ of which he received either from Nampa or 
Canyon County through public records requests. Henry's subsequent filings in this case 
attach many more documents. Henry has received all the records showing how much and 
the manner in which Nampa is paying Bujak for prosecution services, and has received 
aJI the records showing what Bujak is paying Canyon County for county resources under 
Resolution No. 09-211. Additionally, since the advent of this case, Henry has submitted 
additional public records requests to Canyon County, and his attorney (or representatives 
thereof) attended a public budget meeting in which a full discussion of the Canyon 
County Prosecuting Attorney's Office budget was discussed. (See June 14, 2010 Canyon 
County Commissioner's Meeting transcript, attached as Appendix 2.) 
3. Once Nampa disburses payments to Bujak, they become Bujak's personal. 
private property. 
While the public certainly has a legitimate interest in monies paid by Nampa and 
received by Canyon County, they do not have legitimate interest in records concerning 
Bujak's personal, private bank transactions. 
As previously established, the current PST A is a persona] contract between 
Nampa and Bujak. The Commissioners are not a party to the agreement, and do not have 
any access to Bujak's personal bank account. (See Ferdinand Aff., p. 2, ~2.) It is well-
established law that county prosecutors may contract with municipalities to prosecute 
misdemeanors and infractions, and any money received by the prosecutor is "persona] 
funds received in his capacity as a private individual for the performance of contractual 
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obligations not relating to the duties of the office of prosecuting attorney." Derting v. 
Walker, 112 Idaho 1055, 1057 (1987). 
Moreover, all of Bujak's business dealings with Nampa indicate its private, 
personal nature. Bujak's personal account is in his name only, and statements are sent to 
his home address. Nampa sent him a 1099 for income he received in 2009, in which his 
social security number was referenced on the document. In other words, he -- not 
Canyon County - has tax liability for this income. And if Bujak were to quit, die, or 
become unelected, neither the successor prosecuting attorney nor any member of the 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office would have access to the account. Once 
Bujak receives money from Nampa, it becomes his personal property. Any documents 
relating to this money is not a matter of public interest for purposes of the Public Records 
Act. 
In many respects, an analogy can be drawn between Bujak's contract with 
Nampa, and the numerous contracts throughout the state between governmental agencies 
and attorneys performing legal services as public defenders. Certainly, no fair-minded 
individual would argue that the Canyon County Public Defender's bank account 
statement is a public record. The amount of money the county pays the public defender 
is a public record, but once those funds are disbursed they become the personal property 
of the public defender. The same is true for private firms providing services for 
municipalities, like Nampa's former contract prosecutor (and current Caldwell City 
prosecutor) Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty, and like Nampa's current contract city 
attorney, White Peterson. While these records arguably pertain to the public's business, 
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the public certainly does not have a legitimate interest in the personal nature of the firm's 
bank records. 
Bujak is a private contractor providing prosecutorial services for Nampa. Once 
Nampa disburses money to Bujak, his personal bank records pertaining to the money is 
outside the scope of the Public Records Act, and not subject to public disclosure. 
C. BUJAK'S PRIVATE BANK RECORDS ARE NOT "PREPARED, OWNED, 
USED OR RETAINED BY ANY STATE AGENCY, INDEPENDENT 
PUBLIC BODY CORPORA TE AND POLITIC OR LOCAL AGENCY." 
Even if Buja.k's personal bank records are considered within the scope of 
the public's business, Henry cannot prove that they are a record "prepared, 
owned, used or retained by any state agency, independent public body corporate 
and politic or local agency" as those terms are defined in the statute. As a result, 
Henry's petition should be dismissed. 
The statute defines "state agency," "independent public body corporate 
and politic," and "local agency" as follows. 
"State agency" means every state officer, department, division, bureau, 
commission and board or any committee of a state agency including those 
in the legislative or judicial branch, except the state militia. 
I.C. § 9-337(14). 
"Independent public body corporate and politic" means the Idaho housing 
and finance association as created in chapter 62, title 67, Idaho Code. 
1.C. § 9-337(4). 
"Local agency" means a county, city, school district, municipal 
corporation, district, public health district, political subdivision, or any 
agency thereof, or any committee of a local agency, or any combination 
thereof. 
I.C. §9-337(8). 
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Clearly, Bujak is neither a "state agency" nor an "independent public body 
corporate and politic" under the definitions above. Additionally, he is not a "local 
agency" either.2 As a result, his personal bank records are not public records subject to 
disclosure. 
Henry has argued in response to Canyon County's Motion to Dismiss that the 
"custodian" of public records is irrelevant to the obligation, citing Idaho Conservation 
League. Inc. v. Idaho State Dept. of Agriculture, 143 Idaho 366 (2006). To the extent 
that Henry may argue this applies in some way to Bujak, the Idaho Conservation case is 
clearly distinguishable for two (2) reasons. First, the defendants in that case admitted that 
the record in question was a public record. Id. at 368. As explained in detail above, 
Bujak's personal bank records are not public records. Second, the defendants in Idaho 
Conservation had specific statutory authority to view, and had viewed, the records in 
question. Id. at 367. These two (2) distinctions are fatal to Henry's argument in this 
regard. 
CONCLUSION 
There are admittedly aspects to the events giving rise to Mr. Henry's records 
requests and subsequent petition that, upon first blush, appear confusing. A careful 
examination of the records, however, would lead an unbiased person to certain definite 
conclusions, including: (1) that the original Prosecution Services Contract ( drafted by 
Nampa with County modifications) was inartfully drafted, and potentially unlawful; (2) 
that subsequent amendments, and the expiration of the original contract's term, served to 
2 Debatably, the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office is a "local agency." But because the 
Canyon County Prosecutor's Office is not a party to the contractual obligations of the present PSTA, 
whether the office is a "local agency" is irrelevant. As set forth above, the records pertaining to the subject 
bank account would not be accessible to the successor prosecuting attorney should Bujak leave office. 
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cure such issues; (3) that the current existing contract is between Bujak and Nampa; (4) 
that the County's public records request response outreach efforts to generally explain the 
financial arrangement were imprecise, and reflective more of the spirit of the underlying 
agreement than the legal technicalities; but (5) that every public record in the County's 
custody or control has been provided - at no cost and with every courtesy -- on multiple 
occasions to Mr. Henry. 
Bujak's personal bank account records are not public records. As such, Mr. 
Henry's petition, based on public records requests to various Canyon County officials, 
and any response relating to Bujak.'s accounting practices or his account, are outside the 
scope of the Public Records Act. Henry's petition should be dismissed, and the County's 
legaJ fees in responding to his frivolous pleadings be assessed against him. 
DATED this 16th day of June, 2010. 
TY A. KETUNSKI 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 16th day of June, 20 I 0, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing HEARING BRIEF RE: PETITIONER BOB HENRY'S PETITION 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §9-343 TO COMPEL PRODUCTION OF PUBLIC 
RECORDS to be served on the following in the manner indicated: 
Erik F. Stidham 
A. Dean Bennett 
Holland & Hart, LLP 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
Michael J. Kane 
Michael Kane & Associuates 
I 087 W, River Street, Suite I 00 
P.O. Box 2865 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2865 
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[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ J Email 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ) Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ J Email 
Ty A. Ketlinsk.i 
Deputy Prosecuting Anorney 
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REGULAR COUNCIL 
September 8, 2009 
The Mayor called the ~ting to order at 6:30 p.m. 
TI,c roll of the Council was taken with ColDlCilmcmbcrs Homer, Krcn, White and Tbomc. 
MOVED by Krcn and SECONDED to approve the con~nl agrnda; with the minutes of the 
Rtgalar Coancil Mttting of August 17, 2009 and Special Counc,11 Mttli.ng of August 24, 2009; 
commission, commltttt and department nports, bllb; all third readings of Ordinances by title 
only; Final Plat Approvah: None; lrrigatioa Plaa Approvals: None; and authorize the 
following Public Hearings: I) lncr<asc in Parong Violation Ticket Rll1es and Leased Parlcing 
R.ales; Authorization to Procttd with Bidding PrDCU!: None and approval oflh• Agenda. 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor introduettl Leo Holmes who prncnted a report of his cflbns for a project to ,e.ru,rnc the 
Nampa Post Offia, to the Herbert A Littleton Building in honor of Mr. Littleton who was awarded 
a Medal of Honor after losing his life on Apnl 22, 1951 in the Korean War. 
Commmtity Development Block GIBl!t Coordinator, Jennifer Yost =ognized and thanked the 
major sponsors ofBrush Up Nampa. Certificates of Appreciation wm: ~ by Mrs_ Yost and 
Mayor Dale to the following :sponsors: Columbia Paint. Lyons Oub, Nampa Commmtity Worlc 
Center. Centennial Job Corps. Sam's Chm, Key Bank. Bank of the Cascades, Horne Federal, State 
Farm, U.S. Bank. Wells Fargo, Sherwin Williams, Home Dcpo~ Sign Hype, T81c:S Rents, Apollo 
College and Kelly Moore Paints. Mayor Dale also thanked and the following staff members for all 
their help as =II as the extra time and cffon they put forth to malce lhis project happen. Mayor 
Dale presented Certificates of Appreciation to the following City of Nampa employees: Jose 
Alcaraz. Marie Ottens. Martin Bautista, Kent Lovelace, Nikki Vandcm,ccr, and Aviva Koljcsky. 
Mayor Dale also thanked Robin Collins who just recently took over as Supervisor of the Code 
Enforccmcnl Division. 
The Mayor read a Pmclarnation fur Prostrate Cancer Awurcness Month and prcscnlcd it to Jean 
Jefferies and thanked her for requesting this Proclamation and fur bringing awamicss to such an 
imponant issue. 
Public Works Director, Michael Fuss JnSC!!led a slaff repon to update the Council on cWTCnt 
projects as follows: 
• Tr:on,portation MMttt Plan - The ocxt Community Advisory Committee meeting is 
scheduled for Thursday, September 10, 2009. The agenda calls for the group to begin 
looking at all the project recommendations proposcrl in the City's Transponation Master 
Plan. Owing this process. the group will be asked to help establish criteria by which to 
prioritize all proposed projects. This process will aid in the 2011-2015 Project Priorities for 
the Proposed Transponation Improvement Progrnm (TIP) through COMPASS and the State. 
1ne next TIP recommendation will be presented before City Council on October 19, 2009. 
Regular Council 
September 8, 2009 
• Functional Ciasslflcatlon Proc ... - Staff has been worlcing with SUJTOunding Canyon 
County highway districts for almost a year to create a coordinated functional classification 
for the roadways in and around Nampa. We believe we have a great plan that is also 
incorporated in the Transponation Master Plan (IMP) for Nampa. and all surrounding 
highway jurisdictions. The plan has been submitted in final draft fonn to all agencies. We 
expect the final plan to be submitted to City Council in October for approval and submittal 
to COMPASS for implemcnta!ion. We believe the coordination of fimc:tional classification 
with adjacent jurisdictions and the lMP will assist the City in future Federal highway 
funding requests. 
• Stlmnlas Fandlng-Staffhas been advised that stimulus funding may become available on 
a competitive basis sometime between October 2009 and January 2010. In order to be 
competitive, projects must be ready to bid_ Unfommatcly, due to 2010 budget consb11ints, 
City projects were not funded to move forward to be kshovcl ready." 
• Stormwater NPDES Workshop - A Special Council Meeting has been scheduled for 
Wednesday, October 7, 2009, from:ll:30 to 10:30 am. Tbe National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) Stormwatcr Permit win be ieceivcd within the next few 
weeks and is to be effective the middle of October. Slaff will be presenting to Council an 
analysis of the final permit and the resulting required activities. 
The third readings of the following 1hirtccn Ordinanc,:s __,,,. postponed Ill the request of staff due to 
lack of supporting docwncnts: 
AN ORDINANCE OF nm CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO CHANGING 
1llE ZONE IDENTIFlCATION SO AS TO REWNE APPROXIMATELY l.511 ACRES OF 
REAL PROPER.IT LOCATED AT 916 EAST COLORADO AVENUE, 915 EAST BIRD 
AVENUE AND 908 & 912 ELDER STREET IN 1llE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON 
COUNTY, IDAHO, FROM RS-6 TO RML SUBJECT TO 11iE TERMS OF lHAT CERTAIN 
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN 1lIB APPLICANT AND 1llE 
CITY OF NAMPA; AND DIRECTING 1llE CIIT ENGINEER TO ALIBR 1llE USE AND 
AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (Applicant Ken McOe!t.n Holdings, U.C} 
AN ORDINANCE OF 1llE CTIY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
APPROXIMATELY 419 ACRES OF REAL PROPERIT INTO 1llE CITY OF NAMPA, 
CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO; ZONING APPROXIMATELY 60 ACRES THEREOF BN, 
WNING APPROXIMATELY JO ACRES THEREOF RML, WNING APPROXIMATELY 
48.9 ACRES THEREOF RD; ZONING APPROXIMATELY 190.1 ACRES nIBREOF RS-8.5, 
AND ZONING APPROXIMATE!. Y 90 ACRES THEREOF RS-6, ALL SUBJECT TO 1llE 
1ERMS OF TiiAT CERTAIN DEVEWPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INro BETWEEN 
1lIB APPLICANT AND 1HE CTTY OF NAMPA AND DIRECTING TiiE CITY ENGINEER 
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TO ALTER TIIE USE AND A.REA MAP ACCORD!NGL Y (Aj,ptwrt CMH o.....!apnw:nt &um 
1.Amlmm ~-"II & Ph1nning. b,,;.) (Hr;,py Valley Read, Grt<nhonl R"'4, 1..<xucr...n., l!ml_,., ll<>Jl""*l"ll) 
AN ORDINANCE OF TIIE CITY OF NAMPA. CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT 16716 & 16718 LOIS LANE & SOUfHWEST Of 16718 
LOIS LAf'l1: INTO TIIE CITY OF NAMPA. CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO, ZONlNG THE 
SAME BC, ALL SUBJECT TO 1HE TERMS OF THAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT 
AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN TIIE APPLICANT AND TIIE CITY OF NAMPA. 
AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER TIIE USE AND A.REA MAP 
A<XORD!NGL Y (Applic,on Ev,w c-cn ~) 
AN ORDINANCE OF TIIE CITY OF NAMPA. CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT TIIE NORTIIW:EST CORNER OF 1ilR A VENUE ROAD 
& LOCUS'T LAf'l1: INTO TIIE CITY OF NAMPA. CANYON COlJNTY, IDAHO; ZONING 
TIIE SAME BC, All SUBJECT TO TIIE TIRMS OF TiiAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT 
AGREEMENT EN'ffiRED INTO BEn\lE.EN 1HE APPLICANT AND TIIE CITY OF NAMPA; 
AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGINEFll TO ALTER THE USE AND AREA MAP 
ACCORDINGLY. (,\ppli..,..Whi- Dcvdopmmt C'.ompany) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA. CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
REAL PROPERTY LOCATED ON THE NORTH SIDE OF EAST AMl1Y A VENUE 1,000 
FEET EAST OF TIIE KINGS ROAD INTERSECTION INfO THE CITY OF NAMPA. 
CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO, ZONING THE SAME IP SUBJECT TO nm TERMS OF 
THAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INfO BETWEEN THE 
APPLICANT AND nm CITY OF NAMPA. AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGINEER TO 
ALTER TIIE USE AND AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (Applican1 Crown Point UC) 
AN ORD!NANCE OF nm CITY OF NAMPA. CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
APPROXIMATELY 63.43 ACRES OF REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT THE 
NORTHEAST CORNER OF USTICK ROAD & NORlHSIDE BOULEVARD INTO nm 
CITY OF NAMPA. CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO; ZONING APPROXIMATELY 5l.Ol 
ACRES THEREOF RS-7, ZONING APPROXIMATELY 4.49 ACRES THEREOF RML, 
AND ZONING APPROXIMATELY 5.93 ACRES THEREOF BN, ALL SUBJECT TO nm 
TERMS OF TIIAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INfO 
BETWEEN THE APPLICANT AND nm CITY OF NAMPA; AND DlR.ECTING TIIE CITY 
ENGINEER TO ALTER THE USE AND AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (App!!antC.......,ial 
n...1-,iuc) 
AN ORDINANCE OF TIIE cm OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO CHANGING 
THE ZONE IDENTIFICATION SO AS TO REZONE REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT 
1113 WEST ORCHARD AVENUE IN TIIE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, 
IDAHO FROM RA TO RD SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF THAT CERTAIN 
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DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN TIIE APPLICANT AND 
TIIE CITY OF NAMPA. AND DIRECTING IllE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER TIIE USE 
AND AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (AJ,pfiant Marty Short) 
AN ORDINANCE OF TIIE CITY Of NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO CHANGING 
IllE ZONE IDENI'lFICA TION SO AS TO REZONE REAL PRoPER'IIBS LOCATED AT 17 -
6rn STREET NORTH, 0 6111 STREET NORTH, 23 - srn STREET NORTH, 10 - 4m 
STREET NORTH, 16 4111 STREET NORTH & 0 - l"" A VENUE NORTH, ALL rN TIIE 
CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDA.HO FROM RML TO RP SUBJECT TO llffi 
TERMS OF THAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN 
TIIE APPLICANT AND TIIE CITY OF NAMPA, AND DIRECflNG TIIE CITY ENGINEER 
TO ALTER THE USE AND AREA MAP AO::ORDINGL Y. (Appli<&11t Jdf Nt,ec!s) 
AN ORDINANCE OF TIIE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
APPROXIMATELY 13.S'll ACRES OF REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT 609 SOUTH 
GRAYS LANE INTO llffi CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY. IDAHO; ZONJNG 
APPROXIMATELY l.07 ACRES ntEREOF RA, AND ZONING APPROXIMATELY ll.82 
ACRES THEREOF BC, ALL SUBJECr TO IllE TERMS OF TiiAT CERTAIN 
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN THE APPLICANT AND THE 
CITY OF NAMPA; AND DIRECT1NO IllE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER TIIE USE AND 
AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (App'"""' Mose,,&. Stmlidd, In<.) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO MODIFVING 
TIIAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT FOR HERITAGE POINTE 
S\JBDIVISION, AFFIXED TO ORDINANCE NO. 3578 RECORDED AS INSTRUMENT 
11200644632, RECORDS OF CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO. (Applicant r« Hcriup Pain .. uc) 
AN ORDINANCE OF IllE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
APPROXIMATELY 49.)11 ACRES OF REAL PROPERTY LOCATED EAST OF NO Rm 
FRANKLIN BOULEVARD & NORTH OF EAST CHERRY LANE INTO THE CITY OF 
NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO; WNING THE SAME RS-7, SUBJECT TO THE 
TERMS OF TIIAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO 
BETWEEN TIIE APPLICANT AND IllE CITY OF NAMPA; AND DIRECTING IllE CITY 
ENGINEER TO ALTER TIIE USE AND AREA MAP ACCORDINGL Y.(Applian1 C_.in• LC 
and Hcordand Dewh;,pr!IOlll UC foe L:and Pro D<w,l"l'ffl"'I Inc.) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA. CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
APPROXJMA TEL Y S ACRES OF REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT 2816 EAST LOCUST 
LANE INTO THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO; ZONING TIIE SAME 
RA; AND DIRECTING IllE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER IllE USE AND AREA MAP 
ACCORDINGLY (AJ>!>li<-Mt s......i Hidu) 
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AN ORDrNANCE Of 1HE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO, ANNEXING 
AND ZONING 1HE FOLLOWrNG PARCELS AND RIGHT-OF-WAY PORTIONS OF 
REAL PROPERTY INTO 1HE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUITTY, IDAHO, TO-WIT: 
ANNEXING APPROXIMATELY 1.38 ACRES ON EASTCHERRY LANE NEAR 
WENTWORTH LANE & ZONING IT RS-6; ANNEXING APPROXIMATELY .II ACRES 
AT I 518 WEST ORCHARD A VENUE & ZONING IT RS-6; ANNEXING APPROXIMA TEI.. Y 
.13 ACRES ON SOUTHSTONEHEDGE DRIVE NEAR SOtm-lSIDE BOULEVARD & 
ZONING IT RS-6; ANNEXING APPROXIMATELY .36 ACRES ON WEST GREEN HURST 
ROAD NEAR SOUTH MIDLAND BOULEY ARD & ZONING IT RS-6; ANNEXING 
APPROXIMATELY .l6 ACRES OF A PARCEL ON EASTAMIIT AVENUE & SOUTH 
HAPPY V AILEY ROAD & ZONING IT BC; ANNEXING APPROXIMATELY I.118 ACRES 
ON NORIB MIDLAND BOULEVARD NEAR WEST RAILROAD STREET & ZONING IT IP 
& IH; ANNEXING APPROXIMATELY .26 ACRES ON SUN!lYRJDGE ROAD NORTH OF 
EAST GREENHURST ROAD & ZONING IT RS-6; ANNEXING APPROXIMATELY .61 
ACRES ON NORIB FRANKLIN BOULEVARD SOlJTH OF USTICK ROAD & ZONING IT 
RS-6; ANNEX[NG APPROXIMATELY 1.13 ACRES ON NORTH FRANKUN BOULEVARD 
NORTH OF EAST COLTER BAY DRIVE & ZONING IT RS-6; ANNEXING· 
APPROXIMATELY .59 ACRES ON NORTH MIDLAND BOULEVARD SOlJTH OF WEST 
COMSTOCK A VENUE & ZONING IT RS-6; ANNEXING APPROXIMATELY .23 ACRES 
OF A PARCEL IN SlITHL SUBDIVISION ON CHERRY LANE & ZONING IT AG; 
ANNEXING APPROXIMATELY 8.67 ACRES OF A NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT #131 
PARCEL AT WEST GEORGIA AVENUE & SO\Jl1i CANYON & ZONING IT RA; AND 
DIRECTING 1HE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER THE USE AND AREA MAP 
ACCORDINGLY. (Applicant Ci,y orNarnpa) 
The following Ordinar,cc was !ffl by tide: 
AN ORDINANCE OF 1HE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO VACATING A 
12 FOOT EASEMENT ON 1HE EAST SIDE OF LOT 17, BLOCK 8 OF RIVER 
MEADOW SUBDMSION NO. I IN AN RS-6 ZONE IN THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON 
COUNTY, lDAHO; RESERVING ANY UTILITY EASEMENTS ON SAID VACATED 
PROPERTY; PROVIDrNG FOR THE RETENTION OF CURRENT ZONING ON SAID 
VACATED PROPERTY; AND DlRECTING THE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER 1HE USE 
AND AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (Applicont Llbcny o...!opmcn1 Inc. on behalf or Michael Ri111) 
Tbe Mayor declared this the first reading. 
The Mayor pmmlro a request for the Lloyd Lumbrr Pruperty Deign. 
A55istanls Economic Development Director, Belh lncck presented a staff repon explaining City 
staff has been worong closely with McKibbcn and Cooper Architects to cmrtc two design 
op1ions for the City Cow,cil to consider for the construction of the pa,king lot and Farmers 
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Market space. We have also engaged Leavitt Engineers to assess the struct=s on the site for 
any structural engineering issues that may arise. Dts lgn #I: The first set of drawingi; leaves 
many of the strucnns in tact and crcalcs minimal openings for a vehicle drive, and two 
pedestrian access points to I" Street and 13'" A venue. This op1ion can accommodate 58 
vehicles. One concern with this design i, the perception of safe!}' within the lot and pedestrians 
accessing the area. There arc a couple of areas that create dark corners for po1ential crime. We 
arc unsure how the public will P=Civc their safety of using the lot with walls separating I" 
Street and 13"' Avenue from the parking lot. Dtslgn #2: The second design is the maximwn 
demolition scheme. It allows S more stalls than design one. It allows direct access to accessible 
paning spaces from the alley. This option docs not provide any covered parlcing spaces. It docs 
aute a more courtyard feel connecting 13"' Avenue to the lot by opening up the access cm1ting 
a more pedestrian friendly environment that flow, into the parlcing lot. This could be W1Cful for 
special events or the Farmers Marlcet days when people can utilize the courtyard for gathering 
yet still be a pan of the overall activities. The olhcr primary difference is the removal of the 
building housing Tex's Card Shop and creating a larger cowtyud area. This plan proposes 
creating new restroom, in the adjacent building. Commonallty: In both schcmcs, on Front 
Street the curb line is mOlled out slightly because the remaining sidewalk sccmcd a little narrow 
with the S foot setback to the parlcing. The architcct5 have showed the "Event Street~ layout on 
Front with the trees, street lights, and psving. They also show pcrvious pavcrs between the 
paning and the brick furnishing zone to Increase direct infiltration, and the drainage of the new 
lot will flow toward this area. The strcctscape will be finalized based on the Cow,cil's decision 
to adopt or modify the strcctscapc plan al the September 14. 2009 Special Council meeting. 
Stattu of Ta's Card Shop: One plan recommends leaving the Shop and the oehcr plan 
recommends tearing oown the building. The City Building Dcparbncnt has had an oppommity 
to evaluate the condition of the building and the feasibility of converting the building to public 
restrooms. There en, some lcala within the roof and the flooring will all need lo be ~laced. 
There is a potential to phase the build-out of this component. If the building is to remain we will 
need to allocate funds in FY2010 to weatherproof the building to prevent further deterioration 
The additional improvements could be C0"1Jleted as f\n:ling is available. Attached in the packet 
is a preliminary sketch of how the building could be converted into bathrooll15. Hlstork 
lmpliutloos: The Historic Prcscrva!ion Commission has also reviewed the property and 
determined the only historically significant structures arc the two brick buildings and Tex's Card 
Shop. 
Director of Building Safety & Facilities Development. Dennis Davis offi,rcd comments on the 
condition of the existing buildings. 
Michael Fuss offered comments regarding grading and parlcing surface, as w,:11 as drainage. 
No formal action was taken but the general comensm was that Option #2 seemed to be the best 
option to pursue and that the existing building formerly known as Tn:'1 Can! Shop should be 
demollsb~ since it is in such poor condition. 
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The Mayor presented a requc,t for clariflcadon of Brookdale Estate, Subdlvi!ion Preliminary 
Plal for Shawn Brownltt. Land Pro Dndopmtnt, Inc. on behalfofHtartland Homes. 
~iSlant Planning and Zoning Director, Robert Hobbs presented a stRff report explaining !hat 81 
one time there were plllll5 fur a a ub House and a pool and a small pm',::ing lot mat would be deeded 
to the City to be used as a parking lot for a nearby comm=ial lot and ~ by the also nearby 
Optimist Parle The proposal now is to do away with the Qub House end pool and develop the arta 
as a play yard and to again de<d the small llffll over to the City to again be developed and used as a 
parl<i~ lot for Optimist Parle only. 
Paoo Superintendent, Gene Weaver addressed lhe Council regarding the us, of a portion of the 
preceding property for a parking lot for the Optimist Plllk. Mr. Wavcr explained th8I the reason 
thc original plan for lhe shared parking lot was tumtd down by the City was Iha! the Developer was 
planning on putting a Real Es1atr: offict on the nearoy commercial lot and they wanled to give the 
City the parldng lot with thc exception Iha! the <:ommercial t.Jilding could use it almost S<VCn days 
a wcelc and would no1 guarantee that lhe City could us, it on Slllwdays for Optimisl Parle. The City 
«ruld no1 sec why we should maintain the pm',::ing lot fur e business so the o !fer was turned down. 
Mr. Wcaw:r further explained that wilh this option the parldng lot is tolally deeded to the City end 
the Optimists are willing to try 10 rais, money and wor\c: wilh thc City to develop and finish the 
pm',::ing lot which would be US<d Slrictly for Optimist Parle. 
Shawn Brownlee, Land Pm Development. Inc. explained that they arc looking at purchasing the 
finish<d lot< in Phase I and possibly the 13.58 acres in Phase n and they just wanted to clarify the 
entitlements fur Phase land Phase II. Mr. Brownlee furthe, explained that the Oub House and pool 
were no, a condition of the approval of the Dcv,,topmcntAg,eemcnt but was just basically specified 
in the Landscape Plan and in otdcr to get e final acceptance from the City they ha"" to adhere to the 
. Landscape Plan. 
Robert Hobbs also interjected that there i, also a rcqucst to change thc original appro~ vinyl fence 
to a six foot cedar fence 
Councilmcmber White swed sht would abstain from voting on this issue. 
MOVED by Krcn and SECONDED to approve thc prtllmlnary plat darlficatlon for Shawn 
Brownlee for Brookdale Esllltn Sabdtvlsion as presented and approve thc request to change the 
fencing from vinyl to a six foot cedar fence as reqUCSled and wilh thc Wldcrstanding that thc parlring 
lot be deeded to the City end that thc pool and Oub House be remo~ and replaced with a 
playgroWld. The Mayor asked for a roll call vote with Councilmcmbers Thorne. Homer and Kreo 
voting YES. ABSTAIN: White. The Mayor declared the 
MOTIONCARRlED 
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The Mayor announced that he was going 1D jump down 1D Item #7 wider New Business for a 
request to aulhorlu !ht Mayor to sign amendments to lhe contract fur Prosttutlng Strvlas. 
Prosecuting Attorney, Jon Bl!iak presented the rcqucst and explained that the conlracl remains the 
same Wlder lhe amcndmcnt except to whom the check is made payable. Cun=tly Wldcr the 
contract the check is paid 1D the Cowrty Auditor, with thc amendment it would be paid to the 
County Prosccu.tor. The reason it has bccomc an issue is with the money being paid directly to !he 
Auditor it goes into the Gcncral Justice Fund for the County. The Prosecutor's Office is not the 
only one that draws from that fund end 11,en, was talk during thc 2010 Budget process in !ht County 
of cannarldng Nampa Prosecution Funds for other County uses. Clcerly that's DOI what the money 
was intended lbr and so by clwtging the WII)' the money comes in (which is the same way other 
Cities who have hired the Prosecutors Office in Canyon Cowrty docs it) that money is then held in• 
Trust Account, thc County bills monthly for the amount of County resoun::cs used for thc Nampa 
Prosecution. Mr. Bujak fw1her explained that this way he can keep a bettr:r IIIXOWJ1ing of the funds 
and how they arc expended and he can make sure they arc only expended for Nampa City 
Prostcution and ultimately be more accountable to the City of Nampa. The amcndmcnl is in 
Section 3, paragraph 3.1 and reads as lbllows: All costs relating lo the rccruitmcm. hiring and 
remuneration of staff. including benefit< and if outlined costs for providing discove,y to defendants 
and !heir coumd, offioc supplies, copier,i (including repairs). o\'Clhead. training. association 
memberships. insurance. Idaho Stale Bar licensing, profit and any and all other costs related l<J the 
operation of the office (cxcq,t as delineated in 32) or of the Finn's commitment to thc contract will 
be lhe n:sponsibility of the Finn The City egn:cs to pay: John T. Bajak, Canyon ColDlty 
Prosecuting Attorney, the amount of f;...., lwndred ninety-dght thousand tbrcc hundred fifty-SICVCII 
dollars and cighty-dght cents per year ($598,357.88 per year), in monthly inc=ncnts of forty-nine 
thousand eight hundred shcty-tlur,c dollars and fifken ocnts ($49,863.15 per month) in consideration 
of the Firm's perfolllWl<:C ofprosecutorial setVic<s as oontcmplato'.1 by thc agrccmcnt. 
MOVED by White and SECONDED to autborlu the Mayor to sign die amtndmenl to the 
Prosttutlon Senitt Term Agrttmcnt as presented. 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor prcscntr:d a Dttlaratloa of Intmt to sell mllllklpal ral property to the Idaho 
Transportation Department in conj1111ction with I-84 Highway Improvements. 
Michael Fuss presented e staff report explaining that the City has received an offer from the 
Idaho Transportation Department (IlD) to acquire e portion of city-owned property along 1-84. 
in conjunction with highway improvcrncnb. The legal description is and photo of the parcel arc 
on file in the Clerks Office. The property has been appraised by an independent. state certified 
appraiser and reviewed by another qualified apprais,r to erri"" at the "fotal Just Compensation" 
The offer received i> as follows: 
0.131 Acres ofland 
Chain link fence 
$21,698.00 
S 4,106.00 
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Sod 
Sprinklers 
Tolal JUS1 Compcnsalion 
S 5,939.00 
S 2 855 00 
$34,598.00 
According 10 Idaho Code .50-1402 and 50-1403 (4), the City Council mUS1 declare intenl to sell 
lhc property lo the Stal<: and make lhis declaration of record al a public mctting. Following the 
dcclamtion of intenl to sci~ the City Clm mUS1 publish a simmary of action taken by the City 
CoW1Cil in lhc official city newspaper and provide notice of a public hearing before lhe City 
Council. After the public hearing, the ColBlcil may pmceed wilh the sale of the property. 
MOVED by Homer 11J1d SECONDED to dttlaro the lnkllt to sdl the prapcrty near l--84 to the 
Idaho Transporutioo Inpartmcot in the amount of $34~98.00 and all for a public baring 
to be set as requiral by State law. 11,e Mayor a.sked for a roll call vote with all Cow,cilmembcn 
voting YES. The Mayor declared lhc 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor opened a public bearing for a BIOdlfiatlon of anoaatloo and zoning drvclopmmt 
agrttment cnteml into between thc City of Nampa and Rkhard Budge on 08!]6'2008, modifying 
paragraph B Recital, diminming and replacing "mixed use business parlC with "48 unir senior 
housing ,kve/of1"1enl ••• modifying and replacing thc original "Exlul>it B" B usincss Pm concept 
plan wilh a new "Exhibit B" Senior Housing concept plan. and modifying "Exlul>it C' Conditions 
of approv1!I to conform to said modifications for thc propcsty annexed and zoned RP al 1910 West 
Roosevelt A~cuue for llH>mas Development Company 
Thomas Mannscbn=ck., Thomas Development Company, 413 W~ Idaho, Sui!<: 200, Boise 
prcscll1ed the request. 
Robert Hobbs presented a staff report. 
Tbosc appearing in favor ofthc request were: Mel Robinson, 468 West Orchanl. 
No one appcattd in opposition to thc request. 
MOVED by White and SECONDED to close the public hearing. 
MOTION CARRIED 
MOVED by Thome and SECONDED to approve the modlliation of annnation and zoning 
d..-dopment qrom,cnt cntcrcd intc between the City of Nampa and Richard Bud~ for property 
at 1910 Wat Roo..-velt Avmac with conditions as outlined by staff with thc exception of 
Condition #2 of Conditions of Approval on Page 2 which reads "The residential community 
building shall Ml be open to thc public before 6:00 a.m. in the nx,mings or after I I :00 p.m in the 
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evenings" be eliminated and authorize thc City Attorney to draw the approprial<: Ordinance. The 
Mayor asked for a roll call vote with all Councilmembcrs voting YES. The Mayor dcclsrcd thc 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor opened thc following two public hearings: #l for a modifiailloo of anncution and 
zoning development agrocmmt entered irm between the City of Nampa and Sugar Park 
Development, LLC and also Robttt D. and Sandra Ltt Williams on 07/fJ11lfJQ7 modifying 
paragraph B Recital. replacing "residential subdivision" with "bdrmior lnl•gratul irutihtt• and a 
residential n,bdM,ion" modifying and replacing the original "Exhibit B" prclirni111U)' plat concept 
plan with a new "Exhibit B" Bdravior lnr,g,urul /nnitut• and Raidentla/ s.d,divuion conccp1 plan, 
and modifying "cxtu"bit C" Conditions of appro"111 to conform to said modi6cations for property 
llll!lacd and zooed ~ PUD for l.41 acres al 66 North Sapr Str...t for Mark Wiseman and 
Christine Strvcmon and #3 for a spcdal aceptloll permit for a llcbaYlor lnt,gnitcd lmtltatc 
for DcvclopmmtaDy Disabled and Emotionally Disturbed Cblldm, in an ~ PUD zoning 
district 81 66 Nor1h Sagar Stred for Mark Wiseman aad Christine Stcvmson in conjwlction 
with the pr=ding pui,lic hearing. 
Jim Shcrvik, Shervil< Builders introduced G1Uy UIWSOR, 607 Limcnwood Drive who prcso,l<:d the 
request. 
Marl( Wiseman, 3721 Solllh Stanford Sired, co-llfll'licant presented 1111 overview of what their 
business is about and bow they teadl slalls to kids with ~opmcntlll disabilities and wmt: with 
children with mental heal1h diagno,es to help them learn dilf=nt skills to help lbem better 
assimilate and socialize wilh their same age peas and such. 
Robert Hobbs-prescntc,d a detailed staff report. 
Theresa D' Amore, 90 North ElhcJ Drive prcscm,,d questions rcpn!q the age of the children and 
whether or not the kids ,rould live BI the facility as well a., a ql.lCStion regarding thc irrigation ditch 
Iha! goes through the property. 
No one appeared in f.avor of or in opposition to the two pttadjng rcqll<Sl1 
Mayor Dale confirmed that the facility is a non-residential litctlity and that the kids do nol s1By lhcrc 
overnight 
Gary Lawson addressed the question raised by Ms. D' Amore in regards to the irrigation ditch and 
also reiterated that the facility is a non-residential facility and lherc is no overnight stays and that the 
~hing is done one on one. 
Marl( Wiseman addressed questions raised by Councilmembcr White. 
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MOVED by Thorne and SECONDED lo dose the public hearing. 
MOTION CARRIED 
MOVED by While and SECONDED to approve 1hc modiflatllon of unaallon and :r.onlag 
dewlopmcnt agrttmcnt cntcml inlo bctMen the City of Nampl. and Sugar Park Dewlopment, 
LLC and Robert D. and Sandra Ltt Williams on 07/0212007 wilh conditions llS ou!lino by Slaff 
and approve 1hc sptelal exception pttmlt for a Bellavior lntqn,ted Imtltidt for 
Developmenully Disabled aad Emotionally Disturbed Chlldmi in an RS-<i PUD :zone at 66 
North Sagar Stl'ffl and au!horize the City Attorney lo draw the ~ Ordinance. The 
Mayor asked for a m!I call VOie with all Councilmcmbc:ts voling YES, The Mayor dccl&Rd the 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor opened a public llearlng for a amendmeal!I to !he following Chaplen and/or 
Smiom ofTiltt 10 Planning and Zoning: Scttion 10-1-2: Definitions; Seclion 10-1..f: Cmifi<:ate 
of Occupancy; Seclion 10-1-7: Miscellaneous, Unilan:rnl. Height, A1l:8, Yard Regulations; Sectloa 
10-1-12: Provisions Applying 10 Misa:llancom, Temporary and Tmmiem U'SeS; Sc:i:tion 10-1-19: 
Appn:hmsion of Animals Running al Large; Section 10-1-20: Relocated RA::sidential Buildings; 
Section 10-1-21: Slorage of Certain Vehicles and Equipment in Residential Districts; Section 10-J. 
2: Schedule of District/Zone Land Uie Controls; Secdon I 0-1-5: Detached Accessory/Slructufe5; 
Section 10-16-5: Property Atta, Widlh and Yard Requimnents (for the BC :r.one); SC<:tion 10-20-8: 
Other Required Conditions (for the IH mne); Section 10-ll-S: Pmting Alai lmproYCmCll!S and 
Plans; Sc:i:tion 10-22-6: Special Pmlting and Landscape Conidor Districts and Spa,:es Requmed; 
Section 10-~: Dislricts Sign Allowances; Secdon I 0-lJ.9: AdminiSlnllion and Enfon:.emcnt; 
Section 10-26-5: Open Space Requirements; Sedion 10-26-8: Procedure !be PUD Plan Approvals; 
Section 10-27-12: Amendmerrt Plats; Vacations; Section 10-ll-2: Zoning (RV Parks); Section 10-
JJ.l: Geneml Lmidsalping Requi=ients 
Robert Hobbs ins,:nttd a staffrepon. 
Mark Slevem, 923 9"- Avenue South appeared with eommems both in favor and in opposition to the 
request. 
Those appearing in opposition to part of the code change request were: Wade Whinal<er, 2700 
Klamath Lane and Cheryl Wdls, on behalf of Lany Miller Ford, 6009 Cleveland Boulevard, 
Caldwell 
MOVED by Homer and SECONDED lo close the public hearing. 
MQnON CARRIED 
MOVED by Homer and SECONDED to postpon~ any decision on !he preceding ammdmenls to 
Chapun and/or Sections of Title 10- Planning and Zonin11 Ul'Jlil a llller dale when a W<>rl< shop 
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can be held. The Mayor asked for a roll call vole with all Councilmembcrs voting YES. The Mayor 
dcclen:d the 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor opened the following two public Ila.rings: ~ for a vacation of the five foot 
easemml!I adjacent !he original lol line be!weell 11499 and 11483 West Graham AV<:nac,. Nampa, 
loca!l:d in an R.S-6 :rone for Mason & Stallfleld Im:. Ellgillcen. The applicant also proposes 
moving the 101 linc diagonally to the wes1 and therd,y moving the easemcms on !he cast and wes1 
side of the property line lo !he west. The applicam states the re:sidefl0C at 11483 West Graham 
Avenue was co~ wi1hin the casemem and vacating and relocating the lot line and easements 
will rectify the problem and ~ foe a Vllriaace ID section lo.&-6-D of the Nampa City O!dinanae 
requiring a ten foot side yard sdbaek on one side of the propmy line fot Muon & Sanflekl, Inc. 
Englnttn. The "'1riance iJ requested for an existing house wi!hin the ten fool side yard selbaclc, 
localed at 11499 West Grallam Aw:nue, Nampa wilhin an R.S-6 :rone. The applicant Slll1cs 1he 
ICSidcnce lo the Cll5I at 11483 Wat Graham AVflluc W3S constructi,d wilhin the original easement 
and the applicant's purpose vacation and relocation of the original lol line and easement botwren the 
two properties ro n,ctify the problem. The moeation of the lot line belwccn !he two properties will 
Ihm nccessitw: a wrionce for the ten root side yard selbllct: on thc east side of the 11499 West 
Graham AVffl!le property in conjunction with the pm:,cding pabtic hearing. 
Darrin Holzhey, Mason SIBnficld Inc., Engineers, 314 Ba.diola, Caldwell pn:sentcd the request 
Robert Hobbs pn:sentcd a staff report 
Those appearing in fllvor of the public beating were: Sandy Jemen, 1 1483 Wcsl Graham Stn,et. 
No one appeared in opposition to the request 
MOVED by Thome and SECONDED to close the publlc hearing. 
MOTION CARRIED 
MOVED by Kmt and SECONDED 1o·approvt the "8Clltion of the fi-.e l'oot euements a,ljaccnl 
the original lot line between 11499 and 114113 West Graham Avenue, Nampa. in an RS-<i :rone for 
Masoa & Staaficld lac., Englnccn with conditions u outlined by Slaff 1111d lllllhoria, lhc City 
Attorney to draw the appropriate On:tinance and apprvw the variance 10 section lo.8-6-D of 11H: 
Nampa Gty Onlinance requiring a ten foot side yard setback on one side of the property line foc 
Mason & Saafield, lac., Eagin<,tn with conditions as outlined by SWf. The Mayor asked for a 
roll call vote with all Counc~mcmbers voting YES. The Mayor declared the 
MQDONCARR.IED 
The Mayor presented a request for allocation of Nampa Drvdopmcnl Corporation repayment 1o 
Capital Funds. 
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Finance Diredor, Vikki Oiandlcr pr=ted a report m:orruncnding Iha! $4,000,000 of the loan 
n::paymen1 from Nampa Development Corporntion be used lo establish a major capi1al projcn fund, 
rather than be repaid to the General FUlld. Due to the difficulty in :,upporting a fund of this nature, I 
also recommend that its use be limilcd to: I) Items over $100,000 and not to include individual 
items that add up to $100,000; 2) Items with useful life grealerthan I0ycan. Th3 high limit would 
require that most capital items continue to be funded through the normal budget process with the 
Form .50s and through operational budgets. Access Ill the Major Capi1al Projects Fund normally 
would be accomplished through the strategic and capital planning ~ that would identify long-
term projects that require funding to support financing efforts, provide down payment, or provide 
mstching funds lbr grants in support of a capi1al project A portion of this new fimd should be 
allocated to the Capital lmpro~nt Plan from the Impact Fees Study, since the City has 
undeifunded its share ofthi,, plan, as well as the devdOJ)CB' sha?e. CwTenlly, $180,000 per year i:, 
calculaied as the City's share of future groWlh for this CIP, yet there is nothing budgeted or set aside 
to support the plan. In addition, a pctt:en1agc or specific amount of this fund could be set aside for 
unfimdcd capital irojccts timelioe. Incidentally, this roof is supposed 10 lest another 3 year, and is 
projected to cost between $320,000 and $400,000 to replace. 
Michael Fuss of!cred comments 10 the Council. 
MOVED by Thome and SECONDED to approve the establishment of a Capital lmpruwmmt 
Fan<!, and begin funding that e:slllblishcd fund with money being repaid from the Nampa 
Devclopmen1 CO<p0111tion (NOC) loan. 
MOTION CAR.RIED 
The Mayor presarnted an Onllnana, to amend Title, l, Geaenl Code Provisions, Ctaaptrr 4, 
Rrmnls Management Policies an<! Procedures of the Nampa City Code to include electronic 
mall 
Information Systems Director, Dennis Elledge P=tted a staff report. 
The fullowing Ordinance was read by tide only: 
AN ORDINANCE OF lHE CTTY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUN1Y, IDAHO, AMENDING 
lHE FOLLOWING SECTIONS OF TITLE I, GENERAL CODE PROVISIONS, CHAPTER 4, 
RECORDS MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, OF lHE NAMPA CITY 
CODE, TO-WIT: SECTION 1--4--1, DEFINmON OF CITY RECORDS, & SECTION 1--4--3, 
POLICY, TO INCLUDE ELECraONIC MAIL. (Appliant City of Nampa) 
The Mayor declared this the first reading. 
The Mayor P1=nlcd a request ID pass the pttcding Ordinance Ulldcr Suspension of Rules. 
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MOVED by Kren and SECONDED to po,, the preceding Ordiuntt under Suspea,loa of Roles 
and adopt the Ordinance as presented. The Mayor asked fur a roll call vote with all 
Councilroembers voting YES. The Mayor declare<I the Ordinance passed, numbem:l it 3880 and 
directed the acrl<: lo reconl it as required by law. 
The Mayor ~ a request ID authorbr the Public Worb Director and Mayor 10 sign a 
deferral agnment for comtructlon of curb, guttrr, 1idffl&lk and road widening for fount 
Bros. Trucking et 2512 Second Strttt South. 
Michael Fuss pre,scntcd a stalf report explaining that the FoUJel Brothers Truclcing has pun:hased 
land adjacent to their existing trucking company and wish to utilize the parcel to irovidc 
additional 11m1 to par1c truck,; and trailers; load and unload trailers; and provide safer access omo 
and off of 2°" Strm South. At present no curb, gutter, sidcwulk, or roall improvements exist in 
this area. The owners have requested 10 defer the construction of curb, gutter, sidewalk, and road 
widening for an W1$pccified length of time. Agreement will require the owner, or future owners, 
to construct said improvements on formation of a LID (Local Improvement District). or upon 
notification by the City, in accordance with section 9-1-8 of the Nampa City Code. Agreement 
will be a covenant nmning with the land and be binding upon all parties, both present and future. 
Agrceroent will be recorded with the County against the property. Due to these consideralions 
the Engioeering Division docs not oppose this deferral. 
MOVED by Thome and SECONDED to authorize the Publlc Work.I Dirtttar and Mayor to 
sign the preceding defernil agreement for construction of curb, 11111ter, sidewalk and mad 
widening for Foaret Bros. Trucking et 2512 Second Street Sooth as rcquestcd. 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor presented a request to awanl the Bid and autliortu the Mayor to sign the contnct for 
Community Dn-elopmml Block Grant Pedestrian Ramps for Zone Cl and tor Zone Dl. 
Michael Fuss p,csented a staff report explaining !hat the construction of pedestrian ramps in 
Zone Cl, wi11 help the City continue to comply with the American Disabilities Act. 11iese 
projects are funded through a Community Development Block Grant (CDBG). Funds designated 
for construction of this project are $91,000.00. Additional monies will be made available from 
the Pedestrian Fund. Development and ocmsttuction costs are not anticipated to exceed B\lailable 
funding. Seven (7) bid, werc received for construction; all necessary public bidding 
requirements hav,: been satisfied. Recommend awanl to low,:st bidder, King Euavation. 
Conllllclor will be required to provide ncccssary bonds, insurance certificates, and other 
documents as required. 
Michael Fuss presented a staff report explaining that the construction of pedestrian ramps in 
Zone DI, will help the City continue to comply with the American Disabilities Act. These 
projects are funded through a Community Development Block Grant (CDBG). Funds designated 
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for construction of this project are S91.000.00. Additional monies will be made evaibible from 
the Pedestrian Fund. Devdopment and construction costs are not anticipated to exceed available 
firnding. Six (6) bids were received for construction; all ncccssa.ty public bidding requirement! 
have been satisfied. Recommend award to lowest bidder. King Excavation. Contractor will be 
required to provide necessary bonds, insurance certificalcs, and other docwncnts as required. 
MOVED by White and SECONDED to award the two preceding bids and authorize the Mayor 
to sign the mnlr:ld for construction of ~mrian ramps in Zone Cl in the amount of 
$96,891.95 to King Exaiva!lon as presented and award the bid and autboriu the Mayor to sign 
the contract fo.- construction of pedestrian ramps in Zone DI in the amount of Slll,101.7!5 to 
King faaivatloa 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor presen1ed a request for a one )'dr •=loo of a final plat appronl for Lakebrook 
Subdivision No. 3 on the west side of Midway Road, south of Lakebrook Subdlvi.ton #l for 
DMB Development (Request to extend 08/20/2008 approval which expires on 08/20/2009 to 
08/20/20I OJ 
Robert Hobbs presented a staff report 
MOVED by Homer and SECONDED to approve the ooe )'dr extension of a final plat approval 
for Lskebrook Subd ivisloo No. 3 as pn,sented. 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor presen1ed an application for a new on-premise liquor by the drink license for Irma 
Valdivia, Jalapeno's Mexican Resbnlrant, LLC, 1921 Caldwell Boulevard. 
MOVED by Homer and SECONDED to approve the new on-premise liquor by lbe drink llttme 
for Inna Valdivia, Jalapeno's Medc:an Restaurant, LLC, 1921 Caldwell Boulevard as Fsented. 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor presen1ed an applla!lon for a nnv on-premise bttr li<eme for Divotz Golf 
Management, Inc. dba: Hunter's Point Golf Oub, 11826 Wesi. Nette Way. 
MOVED by Kren and SECONDED to approve the MW on-premise bttr littme for Divotz Golf 
Management. Inc. dba: Hunltt's Point Golf Gob, 11826 West Nette Way as presen!ed. 
MQOON CARRIED 
The Mayor prcsen1ed the request to designate the voting delf1111le and alternate voling delegate(s) 
for the National League or Cities 2009 Cong,-es or Cities. 
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MOVED by Kren and SECONDED to desigmte the Mayor as the voting ddqate and as the 
a Item ate voting delegate for the National League of Crties 2009 Coagttn or Cities. 
MQITON CARRIED 
1be Mayor presented a request for dlseussioa of the dog ordinance. 
Nampa Police Lieutenant Brad Daniels participaled in the Council discussion on behalf of the 
Police Department After discussion if was ag,=I that the Police Dcp,u1ment could work with the 
City Anomey to poSSlbly draw an amending Ordinance offering a third option to the existing City 
Code in regards to the outcome of finding an animal vicious. 
The Mayor adjourned 1he meeting 81 9:SO p.m 
Passed this 21• day of September, 2009. 
MAYOR 
ATTEST: 
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PRELIMINARY BUDGET HEARING 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
MONDAY, JUNE 14, 2009 
10:00 A.M. 
Present: David J. Ferdinand, II, Commissioner 
Kathryn Alder, Commissioner 
John T. Bujak, Prosecuting Attorney 
Chris Harris, Controller 
Zach Wagoner, Court Finance 
Ferdinand: Good morning everyone. Today is the 14th day of June, 20 I 0. Agendized for this 
time, preliminary budget hearing for Prosecutor's Office and with that we have 
two commissioners here today. Commissioner Kathy Alder, Commissioner 
David Ferdinand, Deputy Clerk Monica Reeves, had to just check, just to make 
sure she was there. The Controller, Chris Harris from the Controller's Office. 
We have Zach Wagoner, the Prosecutor John Bujak and I think we're ready to go. 
So with that, let's see, we have a document in front of us that is the Canyon 
County Budget Information, don't you like this new fonn, just fill out the blanks 
and, and anyway the infonnation on Division 08, explanation of any positions or 
adjustments proposed Fiscal Year 201 I reflects projected actuals and so forth and 
so on. So, and then it's got B Budget for any infonnation that we want, so John, 
go ahead and begin if you've information for us. 
Bujak: Very good, Mr. Chairman, Commissioner Alder. Basically, in a nutshell, looking 
at the projected budget and the request for 201 I, the Prosecutor's Office is asking 
for the exact same amount of money and authorization to spend as in 20 I 0. And 
so you'll see that we've moved some numbers around between the A and B 
budget, but the overall spending authority that we're requesting remains the same. 
I think the biggest issue that I wanted to address with the Board today is, is 
finishing what we started when the Board gave me authority to bid on the Nampa 
contract and come up with a mechanism for repaying the County for the hard 
costs that have been incurred. 
Ferdinand: Right, okay. 
Bujak: Because when you look at the fund balances that'll be turned back to the County 
at the end of the year, the Prosecutor's Office is currently on track to, to not spend 
$300,000 that was authorized. By the time we go through this, this mechanism 
that I've talked to the Controller about, we' II be in a position to, when you look at 
the authority for 20 IO versus the amount it actually cost to run the PA' s office, I 
will be $920,000 below the authority that the Board gave me to spend. So, I think 
it's worth it this time going through a little bit of history on the Nampa contract 
just so everyone who's here understands ... 
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Ferdinand: Okay. 
Bujak: ... the history here, if the Board will indulge me. As the Board will recall, I came 
to the Board with a vision to increase the quality of justice and save the taxpayers 
money at a time when the County was in an economic downturn. So the Board 
graciously gave me its unanimous authority to bid on the Nampa contract, which I 
did. Ultimately, Nampa did award me the contract. In the process of awarding 
me the contract, we came in about $150,000 lower than the next highest bid, so 
Nampa immediately received the benefit of savings just in the bidding process 
alone. Early on in the process, as the Board will recall, issues arose about how 
the Nampa money was going to be spent. Nampa had a concern that the County 
would take the money and spend it on things other than prosecution, and the 
Board, ultimately, sitting down and talking to me, we decided that I'd go ahead 
and manage those funds and be accountable to the Board for two basic areas of 
expenses. One, because everyone in my office was doing more work, I asked the 
Board to give raises to each of my employees. And that was the case with the 
exception ofme and the exception ofmy Chief Deputy. We specifically told the 
Board we were not going to ask for guaranteed income from the Nampa contract. 
Ferdinand: Right. 
Bujak: The Board said that was okay as long as those raises were contingent on the 
Nampa money. And I was to be invoiced every pay period for those expenses. 
That has happened, and I've paid them all to the County in a timely manner. 
What was left on the table was at the end of the fiscal year, to come to a number 
that would represent the hard costs to the County, and that's the process we're 
going through now. The Board asked me to sit down with Chris Harris and with 
Zach Wagoner from the Clerk's Office and try to figure out what the right number 
would be. And I've met with Chris Harris and Zach Wagoner twice in an attempt 
to figure out a way to make this a win-win for everyone involved and to enact the 
spirit of the agreement as we first contemplated going into this. What we've 
come up with, and we believe that this fully compensates the County for any 
expenses, is that my office will be responsible as originally agreed to pay the 
salary differential, so that takes care of the salary, and in addition to that, I'll be 
responsible for paying the entire Band C budget for the Prosecutor's Office. 
Ferdinand: The entire Band ... 
Bujak: Band C budget. So anything that's a hard cost to the Prosecutor's Office will be 
covered by Nampa funds. And that way, if anyone wants to know how Nampa 
money is being spent, all they have to do is look at my B and C budget because 
the expenditures are there. So, we'll have a part of that, again in the spirit of 
squaring up with the County like we contemplated, but in a going forward way, 
we've talked about how what makes the most sense is to just have a regular 
monthly billing and so rather than wait until the end of the fiscal year, we can pay 
it over on a monthly basis to the County. So ... 
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Ferdinand: Okay, would that be invoiced or is that a pre-determined ... 
A Ider: It's gonna be invoiced. 
Harris: We'll send him a bill. We'll just send him a bill for whatever he spent in his B 
budget during that month. 
Ferdinand: Because before, he was invoicing based on ... 
Alder: Just the bumps. 
Ferdinand: ... the salary ... 
Harris: Well, right and, right. That's al I we did was just the salaries. We didn't do any 
other expenses. 
Alder: Right, right. 
Ferdinand: Okay. 
Alder: And I think, Mr. Chainnan, I think that was the agreement that we went into with 
this Nampa contract is that by the end of the fiscal year, we would see what those 
expenses were and then he would reimburse the County. 
Ferdinand: Right. 
Alder: So, I think moving forward, this is the right way to do it. Then there's not any 
controversy out there for everybody. That they'll know and the County is gonna 
invoice for those expenses then ... 
Ferdinand: Okay. 
Alder: ... then it'll be covered. 
Ferdinand: So, we're required to invoice. That was my question, though, is that a pre-
determined amount that you guys have figured out as to what it is or ... 
Harris: Whatever he spent. 
Ferdinand: Okay. Whatever he spends. 
Harris: Like for the month of June he might spend $30,000 then we'll send them a bill for 
$30,000. 
Ferdinand: Okay. 
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Alder: Plus the salary increases. 
Harris: Right. 
Alder: So that'll cover that. That'll work. 
Bujak: And, Mr. Chainnan? 
Ferdinand: Go ahead. 
Bujak: Just again to further clarify. There is part of it that will be a set number every 
month. The salary bumps have been depending, because of the benefits 
calculation, tend to run between $9400 and $9600 per pay period. 
Ferdinand: Okay. 
Bujak: I recognize that the County is dealing with paychecks and payrolls for Nampa. I 
also recognize, after meeting with Zach, that the calculation for those salary 
differentials every two weeks is fairly complex and takes a fair amount of time. 
So we decided that it wou Id make sense to include some kind of administrative 
fee in the payrol I processing and just have a flat fee every two weeks for the 
salary bumps. 
Ferdinand: Okay. 
Bujak: So rather than being between $9400 and $9600, and those are approximate 
amounts, it will be $10,000 every pay period that will be tendered and that will be 
contemplated to cover the salary bumps plus an administrative fee which will 
come to about$ I 0,000 a year if you take an average number. 
Ferdinand: Okay. 
Bujak: And then, also I will be invoiced for the hard costs from the Band C budget every 
month, which I understand that that's a much easier number to generate an 
invoice ... 
Ferdinand: Yeah. 
Bujak: ... for based upon what comes through the County. In addition to that. .. 
Ferdinand: Go ahead. 
Bujak: .. .I will also be responsible for paying other expenses for Nampa. The expenses 
that are just Nampa expenses, so when we look at the projected numbers going 
forward, make sure I get the right projected number here, and Zach please correct 
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me if I'm wrong, so ifwe look going forward projected on 2010, the salary bumps 
will be about $260,000 and then for the B budget, and this is year to date, 
$256,000 with a projected, Zach, I'm gonna need your help here. What's the 
projected total expenditure on B budget for 20 IO? 
Wagoner: Be right around $350,000, well part of that is from 2009. 
Bujak: Right. And I have that additional breakout here this morning. 
Wagoner: 175 plus 95, be about 270,000 for the B budget for Fiscal Year 2010. 
Alder: Okay. 
Wagoner: About 275,000 for the B budget for 2010. 
Ferdinand: Okay. 
Bujak: And so, with that additional income, again, I think it's interesting to look at the 
figures historically. I had spending authority for 20 IO of 4.8 million basically, 
almost 4.9 million. With the income, the actual cost to operate the PA's office 
will be 3.9, almost $4,000,000. That represents about a $900,000 savings ifyou 
look at net numbers between authority to spend and what it actually cost me to 
run the Prosecutor's Office. 
Ferdinand: Mm-hmm (affinnative). 
Bujak: And again, that represents I think a fund balance at the end of the day of $300,000 
that the County will have left over. Which, if memory serves, we were talking 
about $300,000 at the end of the year. 
Alder: It was. 
Bujak: So, I just basically, again, wanted to explain, in case people don't know, I know 
the Board knows, but the B budget includes all of the supplies, all of the 
equipment that's purchased, all of the training for the PA's Office, all the 
litigation costs including expert witness fees. So, as far as looking at the benefits 
to the County, from the Nampa contract, we have new networks installed, we 
have new screens for the computers, we have new computers, we have new high 
speed scanners all to help us go paperless. 
Ferdinand: Right. 
Bujak: All the attorneys have laptops. That's all covered by the Nampa contract money. 
So, basically, the Nampa contract money has allowed us to go paperless. So I 
think when we look at this from the perspective of the spirit of the agreement at 
the beginning, you know, we have Nampa City saving $150,000 a year just off the 
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bid alone. Nampa got the benefit of paperless prosecution and an opportunity to 
apply for grants. You know, they've done thee-citation which just buttresses so 
well with the ... 
Ferdinand: Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
Bujak: ... paperless process that we have set up over in Nampa. Nampa has felony 
attorneys in it's city prosecution office and has access to county level services 
where before, only a city level prosecution was possible. We have greater 
unifonnity of prosecution and justice across the County and because I get to set 
the standard both for Nampa City's prosecution and for the County's felony 
prosecution, we get a Nampa, Family Justice Center has the prosecutor present, 
there right in the office. So, again, felony cases when victims come in, they don't 
have to be shipped over here to meet with a County prosecutor. The County 
prosecutors are just right there and able to assist. On the County side, the County 
gets total B and C budget paid by the funds from that Nampa contract. Again, 
that's all the equipment, training, you know, supplies that we would spend out of 
the B budget. Anything that is non-salary, in addition to the salary bumps. The 
County gets more control over the jail population because with the Nampa cases, 
we can set up those fast track hearings and get people that don't need to be 
languishing in jail processed more quickly through the system. And so, we can 
help control the jail population. Again, I just think you end up with a win-win all 
the way around. Other points I just want to make. You know, when I took office 
in 2009, there were 62 employees in the Prosecutor's Office. I brought the 
SA USA position back and that's paid for by the Treasure Valley Partners so that's 
no cost to the County. The number of employees still in the Prosecutor's Office is 
62. So, in doing the Nampa prosecution, we're doing it with the same amount of 
people as before, so government has gotten smaller. Prosecutor's Office has 
gotten smaller. Basically, it's a flat line, and again I can ask Zach and Chris to 
disagree if they disagree. But I basically am not spending any more dollars to run 
the Prosecutor's Office even though I'm doing Nampa. It's an economic tlatline 
with the County being compensated and then ultimately, you know, when you 
look at County dollars, County taxpayer dollars, we are spending $920,524 less 
from my budgeted authority to spend for 2010. So, County taxpayers are paying 
less for prosecution services because of this Nampa contract. Other things, again, 
I just wanted to talk, talk on, and again I know that the Board understands this, 
but for the benefit of people listening, I think everyone understands that the total 
amount of the money paid to me by Nampa isn't going to equal the total amount 
that's paid to the County. There are individual expenses for the contract plus, you 
know, I basically have two obligations under the contract. One, I have to provide 
Nampa with prosecution services and the quality of prosecution that they expect 
and deserve under the contract and on the other side of the coin, I have to 
absolutely make sure the County is completely compensated for any County 
resources that are used. Once I do those two things, any money that's left from 
the contract is mine to do with as I please. And again, I know the Board 
understands that, but I think there's been a general misconception in the 
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community that that's the case, people believe that in no way am I allowed to 
profit from this contract. That simply isn't true. I'm just not allowed a 
guaranteed benefit in the form of a salary increase and neither is my number one. 
So, with that, I'd stand for any questions the Board might have about my budget, 
or you know, get the proposal, understanding of course that this is a preliminary 
budget meeting and I'm sure we'll be called back to the table and asked to 
sharpen our pencils as the income is ultimately identified for the 2011 budget 
year. 
Ferdinand: Uh, and Zach may have, Zach, well first of all Commissioner Alder I think said it 
correctly. We're trying to balance this, you know, this process and make sure that 
any cost to the County gets compensated and I like the idea of doing it now rather 
than at the end. That way we can, we can, because it is costing as I understood a 
little bit more than we were actually invoicing. But what we need to do is make 
sure that rather than wait 'til the end of the year, and that's what you 're saying. 
Bujak: Right, exactly. 
Ferdinand: Any comments Commissioner Alder? 
Alder: No. I think we've addressed all the problems that anybody out there would be 
having. First and foremost to the taxpayers of the County is that number one, it 
saved people in the City of Nampa money by taking this contract. It has helped 
the process considerably and absolutely is beneficial to every County person and 
taxpayer in this County if number one we can keep the jail numbers down and the 
fact that we are being compensated for the use of this facility which they would 
have, you know, somebody else has to set al.I that up and start over again, so 
you're just paying people for the process that we have. I think going forward, 
instead of waiting 'til the end, which was the agreement when you came forward 
with this is that it would be September 30th before we actually saw the cost 
amount ... 
Ferdinand: Right. 
Alder: ... back into the budget. And coming forward and invoicing this on a monthly 
basis only makes sense, and then it makes the transparency much better for 
everybody. And nobody needs to be unhappy about that. And so actually, this is 
an opportunity for the taxpayers of Canyon County to benefit. Whether you I ive 
in the City of Nampa or the County, it's all taxpayer money and it's advantageous 
to everybody. And as far as sharpening your pencil, you may have to. We are 
still looking at, I know in the cities and other taxing districts, they're looking at 
maintaining where they are. We realize we're $2,000,000,000 down in assessed 
valuations, so realistically, we have to look at a budget that existed back in maybe 
'07 or '06 and see where we are from there. But thank you, and I can see where 
you can do that in your budget. You have the ability to sharpen the pencil. Not a 
lot, but, anyway, we' II look at that. 
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Bujak: Thank you. 
Ferdinand: Okay, the question I have, unless you had any response? 
Bujak: No, Mr. Chairman. 
Ferdinand: Okay. The unemployment tax, I mean everything has gone up about 70% it 
seems like. What's the number? 
Wagoner: His number will go up about $3,000. 
Ferdinand: Okay, because he's got unemployment $10,085 ... 
Alder: That's 13,000. 
Ferdinand: ... to $23,000, okay? 
Wagoner: The 10,000 is due April 12'11. 
Alder: Okay, oh, alright. Okay. 
Wagoner: So, the total 2011 request is 23,000. And that will ... 
Ferdinand: Okay, is that enough? That's what I'm ... 
Wagoner: That will move up. Actually, we have calculated, the new amount is 26,000. So, 
that will move up about $3,000. 
Ferdinand: Okay, so you're gonna make the adjustment? 
Wagoner: We'll make that adjustment. We're gonna do that County wide ... 
Alder: On everybody. 
Wagoner: ... on everybody. Because we got that infonnation after everything had been put 
together. 
Ferdinand: Right. Because if you're paying unemployment benefits longer, it's obviously 
costing everybody, this last year has been a real, real hit. I don't know whether 
that's federal or state. 
Alder: This is state. 
Ferdinand: The state has increased the same as the federal government suggested, I think. 
Okay, so that plus, and I got a question on part-time. We went from 5,500, that's 
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a budgeted amount, to we got 25,000. But in '09, we used 35,000 for part-time. 
What is that, is that for ... 
Bujak: Those are for positions like legal interns that come in ... 
Ferdinand: Okay. 
Bujak: ... and clerk during the summer. In fact, we have some working for us now. 
People who come in on limited licenses where they are finishing up law school 
but aren't lawyers yet, we'll pay them a part-time salary to come in and do that. 
Ferdinand: Okay. 
Bujak: And sometimes we have part-time folks come in. We had just hired an 
investigator part-time to come in ... 
Ferdinand: So, that's what it is, okay. 
Bujak: ... just on a contract to look through some records in order to respond to public 
records requests. 
Ferdinand: So, depending on the case, maybe? I mean sometimes you have additional costs 
on cases that we may have, the County? 
Bujak: Now, additional costs for cases, if we had a contract amount where we had to hire 
someone on cases, that would actually come out of the B budget. 
Ferdinand: B budget, okay. 
Bujak: So this is part-time folks that we hire, you know, students, you know the 
coordinators, that kind of thing. 
Ferdinand: Okay. 
Alder: It's actual employees, not just whatever. 
Bujak: Right. 
Alder: For a short period of time. 
Bujak: For a short period of time, that's right. 
Ferdinand: Okay, and so any of the additional costs like, and I know the computers and all of 
that kind of stuff that went to Nampa, and the scanning, and the paperless is a 
great way to go. I mean the cost of paper is just crazy. The, and cell phones, 
because I know the cell phone, now is that usage that's gone up? About 10,000? 
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Bujak: Well, its part of going paperless. I'm sorry Mr. Chairman. 
Ferdinand: That's what you're talking about. 
Bujak: The cell phones, every attorney now has a cell phone as well as a victim witness 
coordinator because we keep in touch by email and have the ability to 
communicate electronically through the paperless system. 
Ferdinand: Okay. 
Bujak: And again, though, cell phones, that's a B budget item, so that will be covered by 
Nampa money. 
Ferdinand: Okay, alright. Zach. I notice they did cut association dues and some other things 
that they've already cut. Like you say, that may be another area. Anything else? 
Wagoner: We did look at the net cost to operate the PA's Office here. Based on the new 
agreement we talked about where we will be reimbursed for actual B budget 
numbers plus the$ I 0,000 per payroll. 
Ferdinand: Alright. 
Wagoner: If you look at 2008, that cost is 3.959 mil.lion. And then for 2009, we show a net 
cost of 3.847 and for 2010, that's an estimate based on $300,000 being left 
unspent, that would give a net cost of 3.97 million. Revenue has gone up, the 
expenses have gone up, we basically see it as a wash. 
Ferdinand: As a wash, okay. 
Alder: Great. 
Wagoner: The numbers down below just give some more detail on how the numbers up 
above were calculated. 
Alder: And so we're good on this. This is, this is looking good. 
Ferdinand: The SA USA, just so you know, also in the budget for 2011, the Department of 
Correction still puts in about $25,000, so even though all the money goes to 
Treasure Valley Partnership and then the Partnership sends the money over to 
Canyon County so that we can then reimburse, that's the money that we send up 
to, that Chris gets, and Zach, to go into the budget to offset that cost. But that 
SA USA program saves the state of Idaho thousands of dollars. If you're gonna 
send people out of the state into federal prisons, they don't have to go into the 
prison system, so that's why the budget, we're trying to move the entire budget 
over to the Legislature, they went 25,000 this year because of their economic 
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situation, but eventually we're hoping that the whole amount will come out of the 
Idaho Department of Correction since it saves, you know, anyone that commits 
crimes with gang related or whatever it is, gang and fireann ... 
Bujak: They're typically gangs and firearms. 
Ferdinand: Firearms. So then that they would go to a federal prison which we don't have in 
Idaho so that it doesn't go into our system. So that's why we're trying to do that. 
Eventually, that number may be something that the Treasure Valley Partnership of 
Mayors and Commissioners won't have to pay that. So, be nice not to, but we 
believe it's an important process. Okay. Any other questions then? 
Wagoner: Did you have a question on the revenue? 
Alder: I was just wondering ifon that revenue, you'd considered that 25,000 for 2010. 
You do. I mean for 201 I. 
Wagoner: Which ... 
Alder: The 25,000 that we receive that goes toward the Special Attorney, U.S. Attorney. 
Harris: Yeah. 
Wagoner: Yes, it's in ... 
Bujak: The SA USA. 
Alder: Okay, it is. That's the ... 
Harris: The grand total is in the 90,000. That's what we'll get. 
Alder: Oh, okay. 
Ferdinand: Right. 
Harris: Yeah. 
Ferdinand: 'Cause none of that comes out of the Canyon County budget, other than what we 
may pay as a, you know, a fee to be a part of the Treasure Valley Partnership. 
Alder: Oh, okay. 
Ferdinand: You know, because we have a dues that goes into that, but then we get 90,000 
back. 
Alder: Right, okay. 
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Bujak: Right. 
Ferdinand: That's not bad. 
Alder: No, that's good to know. 
Ferdinand: Anything else? Any other questions? 
Wagoner: I think the plan is starting early July, we'll take a look at the actual B budget 
expenditures for June, plus $10,000 per payroll and that's what we'll invoice the 
Prosecutor. 
Alder: Okay, alright. And are we, we're gonna bring it up to date right away. 
Wagoner: And we'll also ... 
Bujak: I'll catch it up. 
Alder: You've got a check that's coming that's gonna bring it so we're all, we're all 
good. 
Wagoner: And we have that amount to bring us up to date. 
Alder: Okay, alright. That's good. 
Ferdinand: Alright, no other questions? Alright, that completes our hearing then. Thank you 
very much. 
Alder: Looks really good, good job. 
Bujak: Thank you. 
Ferdinand: Gets a brownie point. 
HEARING ENDS. TIME: I 0:27 
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